In vitro effects of combined and sequential delivery of two bone growth factors.
Bone formation and repair occur by a complex cascade involving numerous growth factors and cytokines. In this study, two-layered heterogeneously loaded and crosslinked gelatin coatings were used to obtain combined and sequential delivery of two bone growth factors, BMP-2 and IGF-I, in cell cultures. Peak release from the top and bottom layers was localized around 1 and 6 days, respectively. For comparison, cells were also treated with soluble growth factors directly added to the culture medium. Pluripotent C3H10T1/2 (C3H) cells responded to soluble growth factor treatments with the greatest specific alkaline phosphatase (AP) activity resulting from addition of BMP-2 followed by IGF-I or by BMP-2+IGF-I. Altered loading and subsequent release of BMP-2 and IGF-I from gelatin coatings also affected AP activity in C3H cultures, and the coatings influenced AP activity and incorporation of calcium in the extracellular matrix of bone marrow stromal cell cultures. Early delivery of BMP-2 followed by increased release of BMP-2 and IGF-I after 5 days resulted in the largest, as well as earliest, elevation of AP activity and mineralized matrix formation compared to controls and other treatments. Simultaneous release of both growth factors from both layers did not significantly change AP activity or matrix calcium content compared to control coatings. These results demonstrate that temporally varying delivery of multiple growth factors can significantly affect cell behavior.